expressed the predicted sizes of RNAs and the expression level of transgene in Rz204 was equal to As508 or less (Fig. 3) . Therefore, the antiviral activity observed in Rz204 might be due to the catalytic activity of ribozyme to some extent. The ribozymes constructed in this study were flanked by the long complementary arms (860 bases) for the reason of increasing the stability of the ribozyme-target RNA hybrids, so that the three ribozyme constructs can be considered to be catalytic antisense molecules. Therefore the plants expressing simple antisense (As508) also showed significant resistance against CMV infection. While the longer complementary arms have shown to increase the reaction rate2), they prevent its turnover. That may be the reason why, in the cleavage experiment in vitro, the longer incubation time (up to 5hr) did not significantly increase the cleavage efficiency (data not shown). The determination of the optimum length of complementary arms as well as selection of target sequence is required for providing resistance to viral pathogen in plants.
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